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Attack bonus 5e

Race: Elf (Shadar-Kai) (Tome Mordenkainen's Foes) Paladin 10 (Oath of Conquest) / Warrior 10 (Battle Master)Our chosen weapon is Longbow, so flat out Attack Bonus +6. (With Stage 20 our Characters have an Endurance Score of 22, increased from 20 to 22 by the Action Appropriateness Manual)
Then we add our Efficiency Bonus to our Longbow Attack (which I'll enter later in this Post), which is +7. (Our Character Efficiency Bonus is +7, increased from +6 in Stages 20 to +7 by Attunement to Ioun Mastery Stone) And now we can add all the Magic Bonus Items! First we inhabit some Bracers of
Archery, getting a +2 bonus for Damaging Rolls on Attacks made with Ranged Weapons. While wearing these bracers, we also got Efficiency with Longbow and Shortbow, explaining our Efficiency Bonus to our Longbow Attack which I ified before! And with Attunement to +3 Longbow, this gives our Script
+3 Bonus for Attacking and Damage Rolls made with this Longbow. We can also add another +3 to the Attack Roll of +3 Bullets (Arrows), which does not require Attunement.And we can get another +3 from using Sharpness Oil, using it to +3 Bullets (Arrows), Sharpness Oil is Depleted which does not
require Attunement.According to 5th Edition Dungeons and Dragon Designer Jeremy Crawford, Bonus heap, unless Feature or Item tells you otherwise. Therefore, use The Sharpness Oil to Arrow +3 (+3 Bullets) and shoot it from our +3 Longbow decision in +9 to the Attack Rolls.And finally, we came to
Class Features.As Paladin Level 10, we had access to the Conquest Channel Godliness Option Oath: Guided Strike: When you make a roll attack, you can use your Diviniti Channel to get a +10 bonus for a roll. You make this choice after you see the roll, but before DM says whether the attack struck or
detached. And as Stage 10 Fighters, we have access to the Archery Battle Style, giving us a +2 bonus for attacking reels with ranged weapons. And since our Character is the 10th Stage Battle Master Warrior, we get Superiority Dice and Maneuvers.Now remember that our Characters can use only one
maneuver per attack, and their Superior Dice is d10s thanks to the Features of Level 10 Master Battle: Better Combat Superiority.As Battle Master, we learn Maneuvers. One Battle Master Maneuver we MUST learn is Maneuver Attack Precision:P recision Attack: When you make a weapon attack reel
against a creature, you can spend one advantage dead to add it to the roll. You can this maneuver before or after making a roll attack, but before any effect of the attack is used. AND NOW TO NUMBER!+ 6 (Agility 22) + 7 (Efficiency Bonus +7)+ 3 (Attunement to +3 Longbow) + 3 (+3 Bullets (Arrow)+ 3
(Sharpness Oil used for 10 (Dish Channel: Guided Strike)+ 2 (Archery Fighting Style)+10 (Precision Attack)= 6 + 7 + 3 + 3 + 10 + 2 + 10 = +44 for Attacking RollsI will also note that by removing certain features that once per attack, each round or every break, and removing the Magic Item that can be
used, our Character has a Basic Attack Bonus of 6 + 7 + 3 + 2 or Basic Attack Bonus +18! And so the Minimum you can Roll with All these Active Features, is 45, rolling Natural 1 on d20 Die.That also means that the Maximum you can Roll with All These Active Features, is 64, rolling Natural 20 on d20
Dead. And this is without other Members of the Casting Party Spelling on our Characters or using Features such as High-Level Bardic Inspiration, which, if used, could increase Total Roll Attacks to 76 or Higher! Now, I must inform you after reading all this that there is almost no reason to have this Bonus
Roll Attack high ... No Creatures or Monsters have Shield Classes above 45, No Creature or Monster has an Shield Class above 40 or even 35, so there's no reason to have this Bonus Roll Attack high unless you really want to punish Dungeon Master.And with that, I hope you enjoy my little math Post
and if I have any wrong numbers or you think you can do better than 64 on the Attack Roll, leave a Comment or Re-! From DDO wiki Bonus your attack with weapons is a combination: Base Attack Bonus + modifier capabilities + gun enhancement bonus + other modifier most weapons melee using
Strength to calculate attack bonuses. With finesse weapons feat, bonus your attack with weapons melee lightweight, rapier, or non-weapons using Durability. Weapons range or be discarded using resilience to calculate the attack bonus. With the Cruel Throw feat, bonus your attack with discarded
weapons (but NOT weapons revolf around) using strength. Certain weapons use different abilities to calculate the attack bonus (for example, Falcata Dynastics Epic or Nat Gann Staff). Read more here. Player opportunities to hit enemies: (Player Attack Bonus + 10.5) / (Target Shield Class * 2) + 20%
bonus efficiency, rounded to the nearest 5% The nearest normal bonus to hit the percentage bonus to hit the Sneak Attack Bonus bonus to hit while the stop strikes curse with a universal bonus to hit the usual penalty for hitting[edit] Monsters to hit[edit] Monster attack bonuses typically equal to 2.5 times
their challenge rating. Details here. This may or may not apply to the named orange, red, and purple bosses. See also[edit] Same You attack with melee weapons, shoot weapons in range, or make attack roll as part of spelling, attacks have an easy structure. Select a goal. Select a target in your attack
range: creature, object, or location. Specify a modification. GM determines whether the target has protection and whether you have advantages or against the target. In addition, spelling, special abilities, and other effects can apply for a penalty or bonus to roll your attack. Solve the attack. You make an
attack roll. On the hit, you roll the damage, unless a certain attack has rules that determine otherwise. Some attacks cause special effects in addition to or instead of damage. If there's a question of whether something you're doing counts as an attack, the rules are simple: If you make a roll attack, you
make an attack. Your RollsWhen attack makes an attack, your attack roll determines whether the attack hit or misses. To make an attack roll, roll d20 and add the appropriate modifications. If the number of rolls plus modifications is equivalent or exceeds the target Shield Class (AC), the attack hits. AC
character is determined on the creation of a character, while the monster AC is in its statistical block. Modifications to RollWhen characters make roll attacks, both the most common modifications to roll are modifications of character competence capabilities and bonuses. When a monster makes a roll
attack, it uses whatever modifications are provided in its statistical blocks. Capacity Modification. The modification of the ability used for melee weapons attacks is Strength, and the modification of the ability used for revolve around weapons attacks is Durability. Weapons having a fine or thrown away
property violate these rules. Some spells also require an attack roll. The modification of the ability used for spelling attacks depends on the spelling spelling capabilities. Efficiency Bonus. You add your efficiency bonus to your attack roll when you attack using weapons that you have efficiency, as well as
when you strike with a spell. Rolling 1 or 20Sometimes of luck or destroying fighters, causing new people to be hit and veterans missed. If the d20 rolls for an attack are 20, the attack struck regardless of any modification or AC target. This is called a critical hit, which is explained later in this chapter. If the
d20 rolls for an attack are 1, the attack is missed regardless of any modification or AC target. Attackers and unintentional TargetsCombatants often try to escape their enemy notices by hiding, casting invisible spells, or peering in the dark. When you attack targets you can't see, you have a disadvantage
on attack rolls. This is true whether you're guessing the target location or you're targeting creatures you can hear but don't see. If the target isn't in the location you're targeting, you're automatically missed, but GM usually just says that the attack is missed, not whether you're guessing the location
correctly. When a creature can't see you, you have an edge on the roll of attacks against it. If you're hidden—unachanged and unheard—when you make an attack, you give your location when the attack hits or misses. Your Controlwhen attack makes an attack revolving, you fire submissive or hurl
handaxe, or vice versa send projekiles to attack enemies at long distances. The giant probably shot the spine from its tail. Many spellings also involve making attack ranges. RangeYou can make attacks range only against targets within the specified range. If an attack ranges, as made with spelling, has a
single range, you cannot attack targets outside this range. Some range attacks, such as those made with longbow or shortbow, have two ranges. A smaller amount is a normal range, and a larger amount is a long range. Your attack reel has weaknesses when your target is outside the normal range, and
you can't attack targets outside the long range. Attacks range in battle meeting attacks range is more difficult when the enemy is next to you. When you make an attack ranged by weapon, spelling, or some other way, you have weaknesses on the attack reel if you're in a 5-foot environment of hostile
creatures that can see you and who don't attempt. Melee attacks are used in hand-to-hand combat, melee attacks allow you to attack enemies within your reach. Melee attacks usually use hand guns such as swords, warhammers, or axes. Giants used to make melee attacks when they attacked with
nails, horns, teeth, tentacles, or other parts of the body. Some spellings also involve making melee attacks. Most creatures have a range of 5 feet and can thus attack targets within 5 feet of them when making melee attacks. Certain creatures (usually larger than Simple) have melee attacks with a range
greater than 5 feet, as mentioned in their description. Instead of using weapons to create melee attacks, you can use unscatched strikes: punches, kicks, head backs, or similar coercion punches (none of which are counted as weapons). On hits, an unconscionable strike handles bludgeoning damage
along with your 1+ Power modifiers. You are adept at your accidental strikes. Chances Of AttackingIn struggle, everyone is always watching for opportunities to attack enemies that escape or pass by. Strikes like this are called chance attacks. You can create an attack of opportunity when the hostile
creatures you can see move out of your reach. To create an opportunity attack, you use your reaction to create a melee attack against a creature that provokes provocation. The attack takes place just before the creature leaves your reach. You can avoid triggering opportunity attacks by taking stinging
actions. You can also trigger an opportunity attack when you are teleporting or when someone or something transfers you without using your movements, actions or reactions. For example, you don't trigger an opportunity attack if an explosion rocks you out of enemy reach or if gravity causes you to fall
past the enemy. Two FightingWhen weapons you take attacking and attacking with the light melee weapons you hold on to one hand, you can use bonus action to attack with different lights weapons you hold otherwise. You don't add your ability modifications to bonus attack damage, unless the
modification is negative. If either gun has a discarded property, you can throw a gun, rather than make a melee attack with it. GrapplingWhen you want to grab a creature or wrestling with it, you can use attack action to make a special, grapes melee attack. If you can make multiple attacks with an Attack
action, this attack replaces one of them. Your grape target must be no more than one size larger than you and must be within your reach. Using at least one free hand, you try to seize the target by making a grape check instead of an attack roll: a Strength check (Athletics) contested by the target strength
(Athletics) or Dexterity (Acrobatic) check (the target chooses the ability to use). If you're successful, you're subject to a target of vineyard conditions (see attachment A). These conditions specify things that terminate them, and you can release the target whenever you like (no action is required). Escape
from Grapple. The sobbed creature can use his actions to escape. To do so, it must be successful at the Strength (Athletics) or Liquidity (Acrobatic) examination contested by your Strength (Athletic) examination. Moving the Grappled Creatures. When you move, you can drag or carry a creature that is
swept away with you, but your speed is divided, unless the creature is two or more sizes smaller than you. Battles often involve your compromity towards your enemies. Such challenges are represented by the competition. The division includes the most common competitions that require action in combat:



groaning and dishing out creatures. GM can use the contest as a model for improving others. Knocking Out The Action-Attacking Creature, you can make a special melee attack to induce the creature, whether to knock it down exposed or reject it from you. If you can make multiple attacks with an Attack
action, this attack replaces one of them. The target must be no more than one size larger than you and must be within your reach. Instead of making an attack roll, you make a Strength (Athletic) check contested by the target strength (Athletics) or Dexterity (Acrobatic) check (the target chooses the ability
to use). If you win a competition, you either knock the target exposed or push it 5 feet away from you. You.
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